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1. Introduction/Background

uThe majority of poverty-stricken areas in the PRC are 
mountain, remote areas or ethnic minority inhabited areas. 
uEstablishing cooperatives is a strong top-down government 
intervention measure of poverty alleviation.
uShould the PRC follow the basic principles of Western 
cooperatives such as “independence” and “democracy” in 
government intervention? How to measure the successfulness of 
government intervention in these areas?



2. Research Questions

Challenges/Issues:
The role of government intervention on cooperative 
development in the developing world.
Research Questions:
1) Why do cooperatives in poverty-stricken areas of the PRC
need government intervention?

2) Under what conditions can government intervention be 
successful to promote the sustainable development of local 
cooperatives?



3. Cooperative Ecosystem
Evaluation framework for government intervention

Figure 1. Framework of cooperative ecosystem and 
government intervention.

u Cooperative development cannot be 
determined by government intervention 
itself as it involves many other factors 
of the cooperative ecosystem. 

u The outcomes of governmental 
intervention dependent on a cooperative 
ecosystem, which determinates if a 
government project is successful. 



3. Cooperative Ecosystem Contd.
Evaluation framework for government intervention

We propose a few 
indicators for the 
outcomes of 
cooperative 
development in Table 1 
to observe and collect 
empirical information 
in a selected case study 
in the PRC.

Table 1  Measurement of outcomes of cooperative development
Dimension Definition Index

Market expansion
Share and scope of local pillar 
products in external markets at 
different levels 

l Scope of product market
l Growth of sale amount
l Market network
l Brand influence

Technology advance 
& diffusion

Adoption and share of new 
technology within and beyond 
cooperative

l Tech. transfer/adoption
l Standard/scale production
l External expert involvement
l Training/skilled development

Organisational 
consolidation 

Cooperative identity, 
inclusiveness and opening to 
attract and integrate various 
resources and opportunities

l Membership growth
l Governance structure
l Influence of leadership
l Cooperative partnership



Ø Aba Prefecture, Sichuan Province, a poor county in Sichuan 
Province inhabited by Tibetan minorities.

Ø At the core of the nation's poverty alleviation.

4. Case Study



We selected XM Beekeeping coop for this study 
because:
Ø Beekeeping has been selected by Sichuan provincial 

government as a major sector for poverty alleviation.
Ø HS is a typical county in producing high-end honey with 

unique wild plant resources. It listed the beekeeping as a 
pillar industry for poverty alleviation. 

Ø Typical case representing strong government intervention 
on cooperative development in the poor areas of the PRC.

Ø “cooperative + cooperative”.

4. Case Study Contd.



Stage Government intervention content

Launch
l Organizer: local agricultural bureau 
l Leader: a government official in charge of local husbandry
l Operational Systems：designed by agricultural bureau officials

Test
l Leader: village cadre (experienced beekeeper as well)
l Internal management systems: government introduce star cooperative CX to help
l Technical support: government paid for the technology and service from CX

Mature

l Brand building: applied for EU organic certification; registered trademarks “Heishui Chinese 
honey "and “Aba Pure Land”

l Cooperation: alliance with other two beekeeping cooperatives as a jointly Cooperatives 
Union

l Market expansion: east-west collaboration; provincial collaboration; participates in product 
expos

Table 2. Comparison of government intervention in different stages of XM cooperative 
development in Heishui

4. Case Study Contd.



5. Market expansion cross regional boundaries via 
government intervention

Ø EU organic certification; Aba Pure Land + Black Water Honey" brand
Ø East-west collaboration; provincial collaboration; enter the Yangzi River Delta market.

Ø Cooperation within the province; the county level; enter the provincial capital market.



6. Fingdings and Suggestions

1) Government intervention is crucial in building cooperative ecosystems 
in poor area.But Government intervention is not invariable, the methods 
can be adjusted timely according to the effect of intervention.

2) Successful government intervention should ensure:

u Key persons selected and appointed to lead a cooperative for the 
purpose of ‘experiment and demonstration’.

u Effective technologies support for pillar industry, both advanced-tech 
and backup and daily services.  

u External market expansion and market network building.

u Findings



6. Fingdings and Suggestions Contd.

u Policy suggestions

Ø Formulate necessary rules and procedures for government 
intervention.

Ø Invite external professional cooperatives or NGOs to 
participate in the planning process of intervention projects ;

Ø Put emphasis on the creation and promotion of ecosystems 
conducive to the development of cooperatives;

Ø Develop specialized software or toolkits to help governments 
plan, monitor and evaluate cooperative development projects.



Thanks for Listening



Partnership with CX Cooperative

Ø Befriended the CX Cooperative through the Beekeeping Management Station of the 
Agriculture Department of Sichuan Province.

Ø Government procurement(bee) + Service purchase (5 technicians stationed for a long time) .

Ø The partnership with CX Cooperative has led to the rapid development of XM Cooperative.


